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F,
During our last call, I asked you what you were going to
do during the summer. Surprised, you exclaimed, “I’m
going to work on the show, that’s all I do, work on the
show!” Then you told me about your new studio in the
hills above Marseille and its great big windows. “Fortunately, they don’t look out on the city. That would offer too
many distractions.” Like each of our conversations, this
one began with the kind of weather we were having, “Is it
nice out?”
I have to admit I like this view of things, the artist completely absorbed by her work in her studio perched high
up and facing the sea, while here (down below), each
week in the scorching streets her mysterious images
appear on large posters. It’s not so much the myth of the
Romantic artist that that conjures up. Rather, it’s for the
observation that little malfunctionings of time and uses
of space (in particular, of the exhibition) can excite the
imagination and even presage a slight shake-up. And
then that assigns to you a slightly more suspicious role,
stressing the premeditated character of this affair, I mean
this exhibition.
So initially the space will be empty, then closed in
August, as usual. The show will begin the same day and
in the same place where it would normally have been
announced, i.e., on the free billboards of Lyon’s 1st
Arrondissement. It will run there for the whole summer,
like a communications campaign in slow motion, until the
second part of the show opens in early September at the
beginning of the new fall season. Although this project
was initially postponed because of the closing of cultural
sites, you have taken advantage of the reopening of
exhibition venues to reaffirm your decision to display
your work in public. There, in that particular space it will
be mixed in with posters and billboards that make plain
the resumption of cultural, community and militant
activities in the neighborhood. And there will be no
accompanying discourse, no framing context indicating (and protecting) as artwork what you put up. In a
way, these images will live their lives here as it were
while you’ll be over in your studio, precisely where the
drawings happen in the intimacy of your thoughts and the
immediacy of the line drawing, exactly in that place where
you selected and photographed these five engravings
which were enlarged on the posters, along with the
distancing that such a process implies. These images
then, offered up to the eyes of passers-by and those
simply out for a stroll, will be free, during the dog days,
to tell the stories they seem to harbor and reveal
something in bits and pieces and incomplete episodes.

So it begins like the flyleaf of a romance novel, a
work that is a touch slushy, mushy, and sentimentally
gushy. It features a young woman lounging in finely
worked stone seat. The mass of patterns done in dry
point framing the image could be the manifestation of
some intense psychological activity whose mood is
transmitted perhaps by the two enormous peacocks
perched on the back of this armchair.
J.

Babe, set of five posters, digital print, 3.3x2.3 ft, on the free
billboards of Lyon’s 1st Arrondissement.
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LA SALLE DE BAINS
La Salle de bains is an association (law 1901) dedicated to the production and the diffusion of
contemporary art. It was created in Lyon in 1998 by a group of artists and designers in the heritage
of artist run spaces (such as The Kitchen which has existed since 1971 in New York). Therefore,
it has been characterised by a sharp, forward-looking and international programming, affirming its
commitment to a decentralised cultural requirement. It has thus organised the first exhibitions in
France of artists who have become major figures on the art scene.
Since 2016, and after several seasons hors les murs, La Salle de bains has relocated to a small
space in the centre of the city from where a programme is developed according to modalities
induced by the size of its premises and deduced from a certain vision of the sharing of art in public space and time. Each invitation made to the artists gives rise to the production of a project in
three stages, three appointments given to the public here or there, in the premises of La Salle de
bains or elsewhere in the city, like three chapters of the same story, three rooms of an exhibition
in an extended definition. This format is conjunctural and transitory. As long as it is applied as a
framework for artistic programming, it invites us to perceive and think about the works as much as
the ways in which they appear.
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